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Hi, I'm Alexa B. Taylor

Creative strategist, project manager, and graphic designer


View my work →
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With over a decade of experience in graphic design, branding and media, I'm looking to leverage my  skills and strengths in project management, client communication and creative strategy in my next role.

In my career as a designer, I've been recognized and acknowledged for my skills that extend beyond creating compelling and captivating visuals. As someone who thrives on creativity, I've developed a knack for seeing the bigger picture and translating ideas into tangible outcomes.

Stepping into a role of a project manager feels like the natural progression, where my experiences and personal skills come together to form an ideal fusion of creativity, organization, and effective communication.


Creative Direction
Project Management
Adobe Creative Suite
Brand Identity Design
Website Design
Creative Strategy
Email Marketing







Featured Projects
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Plantus Potum

Brand Strategy, Brand Identity, Website Design, Creative Direction
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Rebel Farm

Brand Strategy, Brand Identity, Website Design, Creative Direction
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Graceful Spaces

Brand Strategy, Brand Identity, Website Design, Creative Direction
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Clinetic

Brand Strategy, Brand Identity, Brand Collateral, Creative Direction
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Prospective buyers have literally messaged me saying 'omg, let me know when it launches so I can buy.' This entire design process has made this possible!

Taylor Medine, Tay Talks Money
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By far been the best experience I've had working with any designer — seamless, on-brand, impeccable communication, timely, and a beautiful finished project every time.

Tara Fox, Wild Creative Collab
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Working with Alexa was a dream and I felt well taken care of from start to finish. She is as invested as you are in your project and is a true partner!

Jodi Brandon, Jodi Brandon Editorial
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[Working with Alexa] has been the most refreshing experience as a business owner. It has has allowed me to be confident in my messaging, and proud of my brand.

Desiree Battle, Inspirit Project MGMT
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We had a $15k launch and it drastically improved my ability to launch so quickly because we had so many beautiful branding elements completed.

Megan Hale, Feel Good Money Daily
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Contact information

hello@alexabtaylor.com
Based in Denver, Colorado

Elsewhere

LinkedIn
Twitter
© 2024 Alexa Taylor · All Rights Reserved
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